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FROM DEAN (PUBLICATIONS)

Dear Readers of Here & Now,

Very warm greetings to friends and co-travelers of ISABS! It has been quite pleasantly surprising to see,

on the one hand, how people have chosen to contribute in a similar fashion – through poems, articles,

or be it concept paper or the other aspect is to see how diverse the topics have been to share what

each person has wished to convey.each person has wished to convey.

As it is sometimes said, things happen when we let them be and I could see how the threads started to

weave a beautiful way to ‘express’. We have great joy in bringing you the first part of this edition

’Expression’.

Expressing is a fundamental right. How one chooses to express – is it through lyrical beauty, silence,

through a picture or portrait, by sharing an experience that is so close to one’s heart? Is it to express

the moral policing of the right to expression? What are the consequences of being myself? Am I able to

be myself the way I wish to be? What is the price I pay to remain silent or speak up? How do I open the

channels of communication?

These are some tough, challenging and reflective questions that the authors have faced and

somewhere the readers too. Request you as readers, to reflect and share your views and we shall be

happy to publish them in the next issue of Here & Now. Hoping to hear more voices that would

enthuse and encourage us to bring the next edition of ‘Expressions’ – Part Two. Till then, enjoy

reading!

With warm wishes,

Rajeshwari L
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Dear Readers,

We invite articles from you.

Do send in your contributions to make this a lively, enjoyable, educative e-

magazine. (@ isabs.publications@gmail.com )

Do remember to send in your correct name; email id and how you are associatedDo remember to send in your correct name; email id and how you are associated

with ISABS. We would like to add photos of authors along with the articles, so do

send us those too.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Raji

Rachna

AmeetAmeet

Subhaashini

Bhanu

Arati
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SCHEIN AND ROGERS ON THE HELPING 

PROCESS        - Parallels of their philosophies
Carl Rogers Edgar Schein
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“As no one else can 

know how we perceive, 

we are the best experts 

on ourselves.”
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Carl Rogers:   Psychologist and Founder of  Humanistic Psychology

Edgar Schein: Professor MIT . Sloan School of Management
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Sushma Kulkarni
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Beena Menon

BLHP
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the moment stood still

as if a drop of water

was balancing on the rim of a glass

as if the wind had stopped moving

i could not breathei could not breathe

purple and orange hues enfolding

creating a nurturing space

the moment itself was unaware

my eyes were dancing

feet were curious , ready to burst into a 

dance

with bated breath i just watched like a child

then it was over

the moment just melted away

12

the moment just melted away

but i was still holding it

like a treasure , a precious diamond

then he laughed , of head thrown back kind

flickering of candle light

an eyelid blown away

i cherished the laugh too

the moments , oh such moments!

SushmaSushmaSushmaSushma SharmaSharmaSharmaSharma
Professional Member
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People are just as wonderful as sunsets if you let them be.
When I look at a sunset, I don’t find myself saying:

“Soften the orange a bit on the right hand corner.”  

I don’t try to control a sunset. I watch with awe as it unfolds.      
Carl  Rogers

Unnikammu Moideenkutty

PDP 
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“One looks back with 

appreciation to the 

brilliant teachers,brilliant teachers,

but with gratitude to 

those who touched 

our human feelings.”

Carl Jung
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“Culture is the 

widening of the 

mind and of the mind and of the 

spirit” 

Jawaharlal Nehru. 

Shakti Saran Roy

Professional Member
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For the men in Me

Men of the world unite

We have nothing to lose but our image

Trapped we are,

with the pressure of millions of years

to stay and seed the future

Caricatured by society asCaricatured by society as

Kings, warriors, magicians, lovers and clowns

Sadists or Masochists, only two choices for women

We have trapped ourselves into these images

and struggle to hold them even when we are not

Who understands our life long journey to

Wean away from our mother's breasts

Only to be entrapped into the lover, wife and daughter

We see each other, but

19

We see each other, but

to seek and give help is not in our image

Men of the world unite

We have nothing to lose but our image

Free we are,

with new ways of being and relating

to the women in us.

SankaraSankaraSankaraSankara SubramanyanSubramanyanSubramanyanSubramanyan
Professional Member



“Who Am I ?”
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Ameet Mattoo

Intern  
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The churn is on

chaotic and scary

the earth was moving

grey , black and brown

with a hole in the middle

as if its going to suck away

all that resisted it

it was moving

viciously ,threatening each pore

i move away to a safer place

and watch this dance from a distanceand watch this dance from a distance

it did not come for me

but was going on in its business

as it were

when I moved away

i was just a witness

as if something new was beckoning me

probably life is telling me to find new adventure

this is now just devouring me

why do i need to stay on herewhy do i need to stay on here

i make a choice to move away

creating new world

of imagination , beauty

embracing the shift i am experiencing

so much expanse is awaiting me

the beauty thats me .

23
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Professional Member



T group- and power of silence.

I have seen myself more vivid and crystal clear in my silence 

during the small group work . Silence  gave me power to 

reflect and re-examine. I have been most active inside me 

in my silence than what other see me during my interactive 

moments. Very often I  am not seen by others  what goes 

within me . On the contrary ,there are  quite a few  who 

have  read me  better in  my silence  during small group or 

Power of  Stillness In Quest Of Being

I have come to believe, over the years, that   true 

sensitivity is better expressed in silence lesser in words. 

Even when I choose my words of comfort, they would 

be effective only if they are rooted in silence. One may 

have  read me  better in  my silence  during small group or 

outside  group  life . In my early days of T group exposure a 

veteran of his time  late Sujit Bhatacharjee was known for 

using his prolonged silence  as prelude to piercing 

intervention to help  drive the person deep down at 

intrapersonal level exploration . I recalled  quite a  few of 

my  labs with him  where I used to be his participant  and  

also as co trainer in later stage. His  power of  silence  used 

to let the other person ponder  deep down  floating  and 

swimming where  his radar of  sensing  could catch the 

state of emotive  being of the specific group member.one

very simple intervention  addressed   to the person in focus 

,’what is happening to you?‘ would eventually  break the 
be effective only if they are rooted in silence. One may 

smell my spiritual tilt but truly speaking that our words 

“that stem from the depth of inner silence, their 

eloquence is soothing and  healing too.”

Those who travelled with me found it an experience of 

communion, a oneness of being that bound us together 

till date. Yet I found I was within my own self ,on the 

wheels of my role distant in relation but close to every 

one sensing and understanding their state of being.

,’what is happening to you?‘ would eventually  break the 

ice. Sujit would just swim thereafter together  with  person 

.Of course, that has never been  the t group of today . Each 

facilitator has unique way of handling ‘ power of silence’  in  

the t group work. In basic  lab for human process(BLHP)  

‘silence’ has been seen very powerful intervention mode 

for many trainers . But it has become a  mimic of the day 

for small groups in general -as a  set  pattern of letting 

group move at its own .
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Participants would go for their own ‘holiday trip’ in absence 

of  any verbal  intervention. Group perceives, it as  a 

deliberate strategy of  trainer to test their patience of 

seeking direction.  Ultimately, many trainers fail to live up 

with their own patience and step in with their sarcasm and  

anger as directive intervention. The ‘silence ‘ therefore  

becomes a pawn in the hand of participants to get the’ son 

of the bitch ‘ .I have heard in the corridor of event  

I need to give pause to my life. Activities have taken over my 

life, its meaning and purpose of all that I have been engaged 

in”,Henery, General Manager of a USA company shared in the 

group at the end of the day. Trainers’ability to deal with silence 

in a t- group session is considered to be a powerful skill in 

facilitation process.

I am aware of several of my colleagues in ISABS whose ability to 

convert silence into powerful learning insights have been 

remarkable. Example  of Late Dharni and Sujits’ style of 
of the bitch ‘ .I have heard in the corridor of event  

participants  speaking-,’ So the guy had to come out finally 

.I knew he was keeping a swollen face to test us .”

Another group member would say ,” if  he is making fun of 

us by doing nothing, let him carry on …there must be a 

game plan by the trainer ” . Mixed perceptions and 

comments  have been pattern of the days evident in the 

mid community session .Learners mime, skit  and  

reflections display strong message of what they have learnt 

through silent posture and  body language  of trainer.   I   

have tried to categorise the  nature of such pattern based 

on what others think and assume appears a clear contrast 

to what trainers assume.

remarkable. Example  of Late Dharni and Sujits’ style of 

intervention during silence have been classical model for many. 

Sujit Bhatacharjee’s ability to live with groups’ silence and move 

within everyone during that process with remarkable level of 

empathy and connectivity was an incredible power that he 

possessed.

However, meditation, reflections and Dhyana are essentially 

instruments of self analysis through a guided principle of 

learning. The silence observed during small group work often 

becomes a very powerful intervention and also shows 

milestone for the group journey in terms of self -exploration. 

“The first day of silence in small group work was so restless and 

boring but second and third day such moments became so 
to what trainers assume.

See Table.

Seemingly ‘self’ does not make sound yet it does. It makes 

so much noise that we stop listening to our own voice. I 

recall my short community session at NTL work few years 

back in Bethel, USA. An early morning session in a cross 

cultural setting. “It was a great moment to examine my self 

that I could not do in my normal t- group session. I was so 

caught up in mundane issues that I have never located the 

silent little me a great resource with an inward clarity. 

“The first day of silence in small group work was so restless and 

boring but second and third day such moments became so 

enriching. I could see myself and go into trans to connect with 

myself within and examine the feedback that others had given 

to me”, Mona, a professional development group learner 

shared in her group learning journal at the end of the week’s 

experience. I recall a pre-breakfast session that I conducted on 

“listening to you inner voice” with an intercultural group of 

mostly American participants. It was an experience of closed 

eyes with absolute silence in dhyan mudra (posture of 

concentration) that made a humming noise on a rhythmic note.
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Participants opine( response range N=50) Trainers assume(response N=50)

FIRST 2 DAYS of group work

Trainer seems to be testing our patience by keeping

silence.

Watching in silence would create frustration in group

Silence is fake and design plan for something else Silence is powerful tool to provoke the learner to propel

the learning process in the group

We have enough space to do whatever we want to do Silence drives me to introspect within and reconnectWe have enough space to do whatever we want to do

or speak

Silence drives me to introspect within and reconnect

outside as well as observer

Third to fourth day

Participants are forced to seek inner direction by group

themselves

Trainers need to learn by intensity of their own

impatience to act

Fifth and last day

� Trainers silence has set me think deeper of the proce

ss –within and beyond’

Participants would emotionally connect far deeper than

before in my stillness and freely swim

Data collected during (2008-10) for eight   batches of BLHP  in three events (50 respondent ) and facilitators  

including interns spread over seven events   ten small group work at different point of time. By and large 

observers report and post lab  clinic data was taken as piece for forming collective  hypothesis. 26

ss –within and beyond’

� I explore my state of helplessness and immobility du

ring trainers’ silence

I also discover enormous power of such as stillness f

loating in the group binding each other in the group

without wrappers of words

without much of my entry and support.

� My silence is not my immobility but my strength an

d ability of being with others in their pain and plea

sure

� My silence has made me



It touched the soul of many who attended. The Group was 

asked to listen noise while they were requested to extend 

their imagination to move beyond the physical body. It was 

step by step, rhythmic and cogent move to reconnect with 

universe in one’s silence. One of them wrote a powerful 

quote from Bible of Humanityout of his experience after the 

session was over; Michelet  Jules “Bible of Humanity” 

1877TransVincenozo Calfa. New York, J W Bouton.

Silence is Creator of a religion

Silence is creator of religion but it may lose its own value of 

sensing its own impact. If doer does not take stock of its deeds 

- deeds alone would not measure its outcome. Silence enables 

me to act like an effective watch-man of my own treasure 

within. Let us ask therefore, I told, “Am I the creator of the 

religion that bind people together in different bundles or am I 

piece of skeleton with flesh and blood bundled together -

unwilling and helpless to move out of the bundle to serve the 1877TransVincenozo Calfa. New York, J W Bouton.

“What a happy age of ours! The soul of the earth is 

harmonized by telegraph lines united in its present…though 

the lines of history and its comparison of different eras, it 

offers a sense of praternal past.” He shared that experience 

of listening our own voice had offered the joy of knowing 

that soul has lived in the same spirit. I am a Christian by 

birth but I strongly believe that religion is comprised within 

realm of spiritual activity but; spiritual activity is not 

contained within religion”,  he added.

unwilling and helpless to move out of the bundle to serve the 

humanity. Can I extend my reach and connect to world within—

the subconscious self. Yes I can if I listen to its inner noise.” 

Silence offers the power of stillness in quest of being.

We fully agree that convergence of self -exploration process 

may reach the doorstep of spirituality. Meaning of self-

exploration, on a pure rudimentary basis sets a person towards 

inward looking. Thus ability of a person to live with oneself in 

the moments of group silence brings new insights of self. Most 

of the poetic insights like the one below has opened new 

dimensions of self with all authenticity during our small group 

processwork.

Indian Society for Applied Behavioral Science(ISABS) is strongly 

focused on small group process work. Its recent publication focused on small group process work. Its recent publication 

(Rhythms and Rhymes isabs 2004 op cit)as compilation of 

poetic insights of several learners has touched the soul of the 

author in taking out this piece..
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I am aware of several of my colleagues in ISABS whose 

ability to convert silence into powerful learning insights 

have been remarkable. Example  of Late Dharni and Sujits’ 

style of intervention during silence have been classical 

model for many. Sujit Bhatacharjee’s ability to live with 

groups’ silence and move within everyone during that 

process with remarkable level of empathy and 

connectivity was an incredible power that he possessed.



Geeta a revered  Hindu epic says it very forcefully that 

“self is eternal, non-ending and all pervasive.” Inthe present 

book, my attempt is to take you to a selective journey of 

metaphors on self analysis by different curious learners of 

life.

The metaphysics of ‘self- understanding’ need not be 

viewed as an extraction for religious percepts, nor I intend 

to do so. The philosophy of ‘being’ is common in all 

religion. Thus there cannot be any different way of 

understanding and analysing ‘self’ from one to another 

religious frame. Maunvrata (festival of silence)was taken 

up as penance to address some very critical issues of life 

Searching self in silence

A blissful mirrored countenance,

An ecstatic experience,

Helps one in touch with one

Honestly, candidly, blatantly.

When self with self

Opens, interacts, communicates

Unknown unravels, uncertain ensures:

Unfathomable surfaces,

One reaches out to oneself.up as penance to address some very critical issues of life 

.We are aware of its  merit and value that used to make so 

much  meaning  in early days .In Jainism there is strong  

practice    in today world of mauni saints with  reverence 

and dignity .

It is well said that   God resides   in   us ,very   closely 

connected to heart and soul . We touch our heart to feel 

and understand life and relationship around .But mind stays 

above all at the top  to be fed by brain and senses located 

so close to each  other .

Silence dissolves the hard condition as accepted  through 

out the life .it must melt and dissolve to move towards 

inner realm. We need to be a seeker .But due to our mind 

One reaches out to oneself.

Silence on many occasions

Unbearable and lonely:

Yet one is never empty or lonely

If one is one with one s

Silence entices, attracts, engulfs

Evokes sensitivity

Overwhelms emotions

Invokes self identity

Overpowers commotion

To pregnate and bear self

Share self, care self and heal self” N P Singh 

Professional Memberinner realm. We need to be a seeker .But due to our mind 

near total preoccupations on too many issues ; we remain 

associated with worldly affairs. Silence breaks the pattern 

of mind and tries to put on hold the running  tendencies 

of mind. True self starts exerting on itself over our mind 

whenever listens to inner voice until held in captivity 

through stillness and tranquility. Meditation offers 

powerful mode to hold  it in command .Silence offers 

power to observe with no judgment -in and out  driving us 

to address our quest of being . Some one feels mind has a 

strong  negative  slant where silence alone would make it 

self- disciplined and clean the dirt if taken up with 

purpose and practice.
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2 Michelet  Jules “Bible of Humanity” 1877TransVincenozo Calfa. New York, 

J W Bouton.

3 ISABS is strongly focused on small group process work. Its recent 

publication (Rhythms and Rhymes isabs 2004 op cit)as compilation of poetic 

insights of several learners has touched the soul of the author in taking out 

this piece.

4 B kumar ,mans spiritual jounreny full cilce 2014- describes an interesting 

meanig of stillness through canvas ofhis paintins and crtive expression.

Professional Member



“I am so upset with her, I blame you for all that 

(‘I will do what I want’)  attitude that she 
This was a conversation I overheard in different versions 

(‘I will do what I want’)  attitude that she 

wears on her.  It is all your pampering that 

encourages her.  Sheela, I am really worried for 

her!”

“Please don’t be so angry, she is growing. We 

need to give her some space, and she needs us 

at this critical stage of her growing  years”.

This was a conversation I overheard in different versions 

between my  Dad and Mom many times a month. I know it 

was too much to take, but Mom managed to pacify Dad and 

save my skin every time Dad was angry with me. 

Too many episodes of these overheard conversations had kind 

of distanced me from him, who was , till not long ago,  the 

hero of my life. 
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I remember myself being completely obsessed with this 

super cop called (my) Dad. I loved the hideous thing about 

his job which required him to not reveal his true identity. So 

he would dress himself in some weird attire and leave 

home late in the evening. It was a pleasure to peep into his 

special diary which had pictures and notes on some people 

called ‘culprits’ turned ‘informers’, who looked a little scary 

and weird. They came home sometimes and Dad would 

quietly slip through the back door for a secretive 

Many years from there this spark got worn off many 

shades, and I wondered how things changed between us, 

and how often he left me feeling sad and mad. 

Dad had set expectations of how his children were to grow. 

My brother and sister more or less conformed to his 

expectation, but I was nowhere near. I would end up doing 

things that Dad thought were not ‘girl’ things - liking joining 

the NCC at college.
quietly slip through the back door for a secretive 

conversation. I peeped from some corner in spite of not 

understanding any of the stuff they discussed. 

I recall my teacher in Class 3 asking us students to describe 

our parent/parents. When it was my turn, I stood 

confidently and very proudly expressed about my Dad and 

what he did. My concerned teacher sent  home a note  that 

evening , asking my Dad to meet her.  To that, my Dad sat 

me down and explained that from here on I need to tell 

everyone that my dad worked at an office. He said “You are 

my strong little girl, and I need you to support me.” That 

made me feel really important ,and, with an innocent spark 

in my eyes, I vehemently promised him that I will support 

He was completely against it,  but I went ahead and 

completed it with flying colors. My success gave me a lot of 

inner strength but made it difficult for Dad to deal with it. 

So I didn’t see too much of my Dad at my high school and 

college. Mom was there always as my pillar of strength. In 

spite of her hectic schedule and being at the helm of her 

career, she ensured she never missed even one of the 

events which required her presence.

It was depressing to see my friends’ Dads standing by them, 

cheering for them on those student days at college. I 

excelled at studies, the cultural fests and whatever I 

attempted to do, but I missed my Dad by my side during all 
in my eyes, I vehemently promised him that I will support 

him. 

attempted to do, but I missed my Dad by my side during all 

those glorious moments.

Life moved on, and so did we. I started off with an early 

career, while pursuing my education. There were many 

confrontations between my Dad and me which left us 

bitter, and we started avoiding each other.

Financial independence gave me a lot of confidence to get 

ahead in life. With this new found freedom, I tried to forget 

the missing piece in my life, and move on. There were 

times I thought about moving out of my home, given that I 

could afford it. 30



But that was not permitted by Mom, and I would never 

ever do anything that she did not approve of. She continued 

her efforts to keep the family together and was the 

common source between us.

Then one afternoon, on a busy workday, I got a call from 

Mom asking me to get home as early as possible, she never 

gave me a reason. She had asked both my elder siblings 

also to get home. Really worried, all of us rushed home. We 

saw my uncle, a practicing surgeon sitting by my father on a 

This time Mom, brother and sister tried really hard to 

convince Dad to move to the hospital for the amputation 

procedure, but he did not heed to them and said he chose 

to die rather than part with his leg.

My Mom turned to me and said, “Baby it is time for you to 

talk to your Dad and help him stay with us.” Not 

understanding her state,  I snapped back, “Ma, if he 

chooses to go, we should let him go”. My mother got up 

and walked away quietly with tears in her eyes. saw my uncle, a practicing surgeon sitting by my father on a 

couch. He sat us all down and said my Dad has been 

diagnosed with Diabetics and his current levels were 

shooting beyond the safe zone and we need to get him on 

medication ASAP.

It was supposed to be family time to figure out a way out of 

this situation, but Dad just shooed us away saying he would 

manage. We had no option but to give him some space to 

cope with the situation. 

Weeks later, things turned bad - a small wound on his leg 

was getting worse. Uncle dropped by again and warned  us 

and walked away quietly with tears in her eyes. 

This was a sight I couldn’t stand. Something struck within 

me that said it was time I stood by my Mom.

It was tea time, so I walked into the kitchen, made a cup a 

tea and handing it to Mom, I said, “I will do whatever it 

takes to keep Dad with us”.

Then mustering all the courage, I stepped into Dad’s room. 

He was groaning in pain. He saw me and chose to ignore 

me. I sat quietly for some time, just recalling the good and 

bad times I had with this man lying there in pain today. 

While I was lost in my thoughts, Dad asked “Why are you 

here?” I just managed to utter “I am your strong little girl was getting worse. Uncle dropped by again and warned  us 

that this could get serious,  and that we should move him 

to a hospital. But Dad never agreed and started resorting to 

all sorts of weird self-medications which worsened his 

wound.  Two weeks from then, his shin had turned 

completely black and there were severe signs of gangrene. 

Uncle managed to get some expert doctors home for a 

check and they gave us the final bad news. My Dad had to 

get a part of this lower leg amputated to save his life. They 

said there were only 24 hours to get on with the procedure.

here?” I just managed to utter “I am your strong little girl 

and I promise to support you”. There was deep silence for a 

couple of moments and both of us were looking at each 

other with tears filled in our eyes. 

Later that evening , we shifted Dad to the hospital and  next 

morning he was ready for the operation theatre. While we 

anxiously waited outside, my uncle came out of the 

operation theatre and said, your Dad wants you to be with 

him during the procedure. I was flabbergasted and refused 

to get in. But then, uncle said “You need to be there with 

31



during his toughest time.”  I was not prepared for this, but 

mustered courage to join him. My uncle, with his team of 

doctors, started the procedure and it was done in 45 

minutes. Dad was very awake with the numbing injection 

given to him, and I was holding his hand all throughout the 

procedure. He was kind of fine during the whole thing but 

once we were done, and the rest of the family joined us in 

the observation room, he just broke down uncontrollably. 

And this was the first time I was witnessing my Dad cry so 

badly. None of us could console him. badly. None of us could console him. 

After three months at the hospital, we brought him back 

home and then there were the weekly check-up visits to 

the hospital. My sister and I took turns to accompany him. 

These trips to the hospital served to connect us back in a 

big way. We talked about many things, laughed together 

and this brought us really close. The next thing was to get 

an artificial leg organized for him. This was an exercise by 

itself. We tried many options till he found one that he was 

comfortable with. So six months from his amputation, there 

he was on his feet. Apart from getting a new leg, my father 

was a new person. I was happy to see my hero back in 

He shared about the many things that needed to be done 

on the home front and asked me to get some of them 

done. I listened quietly to him and Mom left us to was a new person. I was happy to see my hero back in 

action.

He did see me off to office every day with a very warm 

smile and when I got back I ensured to spend some time 

with him. My family was getting back all the happy times 

we had lost over the years.

One evening, I was sharing with Mom about my day at 

office and I saw my Dad walking towards me. I got up to 

give him room and he said, “No, sit. I need to talk to you”. 

done. I listened quietly to him and Mom left us to 

ourselves. I thought he had finished what he had to share, 

so I got up to see if I should get some snacks.  He remained 

silent for a moment and said, “Baby, I was always proud of 

you”. This was unexpected. I had thought all along that I did 

not mean anything to him and now hearing this was 

unbelievable. I was so dumb stuck that I didn’t talk about 

this to anyone at home. In an elated state, I couldn’t get 

much sleep that night. All my bad memories of missing my 

Dad were getting rubbed off during those crucial moments. 

I was feeling light as a feather.

32



I woke up a new person, singing away to glory with a

special spark in my eyes. My Dad watched me, and we

were enjoying our Sunday. My mother was planning for a

family brunch. But this lunch never happened because we

lost my Dad that afternoon. He suffered a major heart

attack at home and within minutes he was gone. While the

rest of my family mourned, I couldn’t react to this situation.

To me, the conversation with my Dad from the previousTo me, the conversation with my Dad from the previous

evening was still ringing in my ears. I couldn’t believe the

hero of my life was no more.

My Dad did a great favor of mustering courage to have that

conversation with me, which helped wipe away all that hurt

that we carried within us unknowingly. I salute him for that

and continue conversing with him in my mind, and I know

he would be listening to me from somewhere. My Dad, My

Hero.

Uma Maheshvari S

ALHP, ODCP

Treat the Earth well: it was not given to you by 

your parents, it was loaned to you by your 

children. We do not inherit the earth from our 

ancestors, we borrow it from our Children.

Ancient Indian Proverb.  
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Photography requires one to be observant,

curious, and present in totality to the

happenings around. That has been my

experience. Last year this time, Nayantara

came home. Nayantara, my camera.

1. Through the shapes, darkly: Nothing important, 

yet it caught my eye. Repetition of patterns often 

Watching, observing, anticipating, intuitively

clicking.... more often than not I have found

that when I am present completely in the here

and now, things simply fall into place, in sync .

They make perfect harmony.

For me photography, much like the human

process lab, is a more introspective aspect of

my own viewing experience. A stare often gains

some value when framed through the

viewfinder. I force myself to ignore everything

beyond the view box and try to observe an

ever changing dynamic stage.
yet it caught my eye. Repetition of patterns often 

attract me like the woman's hair style and a blank 

arch here.

ever changing dynamic stage.

A theatre without a plan. Yet, at specific

moments the characters and their surrounding

elements just get in sync. That is when I try to

press the shutter button and freeze this. That is

a decisive moment for me. Of course this is my

own journey and the visions are through my

own window of perception.
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2. Angel in disguise: Unprepared to shoot I noticed, a man 

standing on the platform and approaching candy sellers at a 

distance. I was on the opposite platform. Within seconds they 

merged, I could frame it instantly, I was lucky.
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3. Veiled for a moment : Life has visible layers I believe. They are often opaque 

too. For me a translucent veil, smoke or fog for example has a different meaning. 

They obscure generally visible common things for a brief period and it leaves a 

strange impression.
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4.A tale of two souls : Life in a dead house, almost a ruin. 

Every aspect of this very old house suddenly smiles sadly as, at 

the heart of it lies a warm life.
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A L O N E N E S S

I am meeting my Self in aloneness;

There is nothing around me,

No flowers, no leaves.

I am in all my rawness, with dark black and 

grey shades, grey shades, 

My roots, and the braches, with nothing 

around,

I stand tall touching the sky occupying the 

space around me

With some flashes of colors in aloneness.

And as I stand in my aloneness I carry my 

HUMANESS:

My frustrations, my anger, and my jealousies;

I carry my vulnerabilities and gullibility.

I stand tall with my freedom, creativity, joy and  

I carry my vulnerabilities and gullibility.

I stand tall with my freedom, creativity, joy and  

bliss.

I like this meeting  myself in ALONENESS.

This painting  titled ALONENESS was done by me as a part of a lab on HOLDING ON/ LETTING GO at 

NTL in 2000. The paper I used was given by Harrison, a member participant.

I gifted the painting to him as he was quite moved by it, and he gave it back  to me as a gift from him.

I am sending it to you for inclusion.. KK

K K MEHTA

Professional Member
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A few years ago, I had a memorable opportunity of getting

a learning stint in ISABS BLHP process. Before I went for

the training, I had a vague but respectful idea about ISABS

labs which I gathered through interactions with senior

colleagues who had attended them. It seemed an

honorable opportunity to participate in one. It was more

so, as the event was being held at Goa, the Las Vegas of

India. The venue selected was Dona Sylvia Resort, an

exhaustively beautiful premise. It had all the facilities oneexhaustively beautiful premise. It had all the facilities one

can long for- swimming pool, gym, TT tables, badminton

hall, thick canopy of trees to sit, open dining space for fun

dining, comfortable rooms etc., the best part being the

sea beach which was just around 200 meters from the

premise. Going for a walk in evenings was great fun. The

Goan fish curry in the restaurants was my favorite, which I

relished. It was a training programme, more suitable to be

called a dream holiday trip. To my pleasure, I happened to

meet some of my old school/ college mates there. To top

it all, I got a nice gentleman, Mr. Rajan from Chennai, as

my roommate. The stay and the overall training ambience

was just excellent. I can’t thank my seniors and my

organization enough for this opportunity.

I eventually asked some of my group members to join me but 

they preferred the bus tour. In the afternoon, I started my 

lonesome journey. The villages in Goa reminded me of the 

scenes of Kerala villages, full of greenery and houses lying 

separate from one another.   The fields in between villages 

were pleasing sights. The shops in near villages had usual 

scenes of squatting people passing time.

organization enough for this opportunity.

The lab went on like a slow walk, very boring at first, but

progressively exploratory as the process went on. On the

last day, the hotel had arranged for a paid trip around

Panaji. Most of the participants eyed for it. As I had seen

Panaji earlier with my wife I looked for some more

interesting time for myself. I hired a bullet motor cycle

from a nearby hiring shop and planned to explore the

beautiful countryside of Goa.

I was in search of a beach - small, pristine and not crowded -

hence I asked the people intermittently on the road to guide 

me. I could locate three to four of them but I was actually  

looking for a suitable beach to sit or lie down in. Eventually  I 

landed at a seemingly suitable beach which was just near a 

small village,  and not crowded. 
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I

Eventually I landed at a seemingly suitable beach which was

just near a small village, and not crowded. I sat for some time

and then decided to lie down. I put my cap on my face to save

burn. I Put the bullet keys and mobile on my chest for safety. I

had chosen a place from where the persistent waves were at

a safe distance from me.

The atmosphere was so serene that I unknowingly went into

deep sleep although I had no intention to. I guess a person in

sleep barely knows he is sleeping. It was a discovery of a

lifetime when, all of a sudden, a wave passed over me and

drenched me completely. In the process it took away my cap,

mobile phone and the ignition keys of the bullet motorcycle

In that drenched condition I started the bike for return 

journey to the hotel.  This time I could hardly observe the 

abundance of Goa. It was a mechanical journey just to return 

the bike and reach the hotel.  All the way I was just wondering 

how a wave could reach me when the distance I conjured was 

safe enough from shore line. I could not share the story with 

my fellow participants in fear of drawing flak and merriment 

from them.

But today when I think about the event it does not embarrass 

me. Episodes like this have their charm and thrill when one 

reminisces about them at a later date. I lost the mobile to the 

sea but gained a lot in seeing and observing the bounty of 
mobile phone and the ignition keys of the bullet motorcycle

which I had placed on my chest for safety! I tried hard to run

behind the wave to retrieve the belongings. I could get the

keys from underneath the wet sand as its tip was just about

visible, and caught the cap from a return wave. But the

mobile phone was nowhere to be seen. I searched through

the wet sand with my hands and feet, but the effort seemed

futile. I stood there for a while looking hopefully but

helplessly every time a wave came, but after a few minutes

lost all hope.

reminisces about them at a later date. I lost the mobile to the 

sea but gained a lot in seeing and observing the bounty of 

nature in Goan countryside which I still like to visit  any day.

AK SAHU

aksahu@sail-bhilaisteel.com

BLHP, GOA
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Relating space

I meet you

With so many questions in my heart

I think

I will ask all those vital questions

I will relate with you

We will weave magic together

You don't answer my questions

You feelYou feel

Intruded into

I try harder , more questions

More intelligent

You go into your shell

Hold my hand

Let me share with you

My fears , excitement

What my doubts are

You suddenly sit up listening attentively

Slowly ever so slowly you start sharing

New stories are being strung together
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New stories are being strung together

Something of you

Something of me

Suddenly sparkling relationship gets born

Relating need different fodder , manure

Seeds will sprout

Of its own volition

Just bit of rain

Love and listening

Sharing my vulnerability with you

We are on a mutual journey …….

SushmaSushmaSushmaSushma SharmaSharmaSharmaSharma
Professional Member
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